PROPER AIRFLOW ON COFFEE ROASTERS:

Airflow is the life of your coffee roaster. If your airflow is not
correct you can damage your machine and even voice warranty plus it
can effect the quality and taste of your coffee.
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There are several purposes achieved by proper airflow:
Air flow is vital for gas roasters to keep the flame burning
airflow pulls the smoke and chaff out of drum
Airflow becomes the main source of heating during most of the
roasting process
It is vital that you have correct airflow when you setup your
roaster from the start as well as keeping the lines clear and
properly ventilated during the roasting process.
Listed below are some ways to test your airflow on your various
type roasters:

AIRFLOW WITH ELECTRONIC AIRFLOW BC ROASTERS:
While a dial of 0-100 suggests a wide spread of airflow, we
recommend the use of 3 settings:
•
Low
•
Medium and
•
High
Don’t get hung up on dial numbers. Instead,
use a simpler approach by employing a
cigarette lighter to determine settings.
Let’s do that.
1. Pull out the trier spoon from the trier
chute.
2. Put the lighter up to the chute. When
the flame bends into the chute at about a
45 degree angle, this is low. Note your dial
setting.

HOT AIR CONTROL:

3. Next, find medium fan airflow. Light the flame and when the
flame bends heavily into the chute, this is medium. Note your
dial setting.
4. Finally, find high fan airflow. Light the flame and when it
lights but extinguishes, this is high. Note your dial setting.
Don’t go above this setting.
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Now that we have the settings, how is airflow
used? This is how we use airflow when we roast.
1. Low. From “charge” to end of drying, use an airflow setting
of low. This permits the roaster to bring the core temperature
of the beans up to the same temperature as the outside portion
of the beans. This also dries the bean and sets you up for a
successful roast.
2. Medium. From end of drying to about 30 seconds before first
crack. Anticipate 1st crack: look at the seam (begins to open)
and examine the beans under the light. You will see the
slightest smoke coming off the beans.
3. High. From 30 seconds before first crack to end of roast,
open the airflow to high. Get that smoke out of the roaster.
Don’t go above the setting for high that you have determined by
the use of lighter. “More” is not better. We don’t want to move
out aromatics, just the smoke.

ROASTERS WITH MANUAL DIAL DAMPERS: (2018
BC models, All Phoenix Models and The Sedona
models)
If you are using the new 2018 BC Roasters
with Manual Dial damper (MDDS SYSTEM)
or a PHOENIX or SEDONA model you can
test airflow as well. Keep in mind that the
manual dial damper actually opens or
closes the EXHAUST PIPE so if you are
upgrading from an electronic roaster to
the MDDS system you will
likely need to increase
the settings on your
airflow.

MDDS SYSTEM:

AIRFLOW GATEWAY:

SOME BC ROASTERS HAVE A NEW AIRLOW
GATEWAY in the neck of roaster and you can
perform the lighter test at that point. But for
roasters that do not have the airflow gateway
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in neck of roaster you will need to remove the trier spoon from
unit to perform this test.
(NOTE: ON THE 2018 BC MODELS 1-5 YOU MUST TURN THE
1. Light a lighter up to the airflow opening and turn dial of
airflow to the point that air pulls the flame about 45% toward
opening. Note the number on your damper as this will be the
low setting.
2. Turn airflow open to the point that flame bends heavily into
chute. This should be noted on the dial as medium.
3. Turn dial on airflow until flame is pulled into chute and
extinguishes. This is high airflow. Note number on damper.
Then follow the information above on how to use airflow.

PROBLEM SOLVING AIRFLOW:
Sometimes you can have or get airflow problems by the way you
setup exhaust pipes or having too many angles in pipes or pipes
that are too long not allowing fan to push air and smoke out of
drum. Also by not keeping airways clean this will restrict
airflow and could damage roaster. By performing a similar test
as above you can determine if you airflow is hindered so as to
correct issue.
TAKE THE TEST ABOVE WITH AIRFLOW ON AN TURN UP EITHER
THE ELECTRONIC CONTROL ON THE ELECTRONIC AIR
REGULATION KNOBS ON A BC ROASTER RECORDING THE PULL
OF AIR INTO DRUM WITH FLAME OF LIGHTER AND RECORD
THESE NUMBERS FOR LOW, MED., HIGH. Send this data to
tech@BuckeyeCoffee.com for their analysis. If it is a new setup
and there are issues they will try to determine how to correct
exhaust pipes or add a booster fan. If it is an older setup they
will likely ask you to clean your pipes and send pictures of the
fans and other areas to ensure airways are open. Also if you
have a manual dial damper this should be cleaned monthly.
Remember all tech related issues should go to the tech page of
our website or email tech@BuckeyeCoffee.com including your
model roaster and account number.
TECH@BUCKEYECOFFEE.COM

